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ASD and relationships

Conclusion

Clarifying the challenge and
the challenge of clarifying

We will have to clarify all those things
that are obvious for people who are
context sensitive
in a very, very concrete way!

Peter Vermeulen, PhD

peter_autisme

www.petervermeulen.be

How do you do it, relating?
How
• Do you see your friend is not
feeling well?
• Do you know when to give a kiss?
• Do you know how close you should
stand?
• Do you decide it is the right
moment to talk about your
feelings?
• …
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Success in relationships:
A matter of
“smart guessing”:
Guessing that is based on contextual
sensitivity
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Social cognition: mainly implicit!

Implicit and explicit ToM

5 yr

3 yr

explicit:
implicit:

The fast and implicit ‘guessing’ is affected
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We cannot teach the fast, implicit, context
sensitive processes
But maybe we can take a (slower) detour…
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Success in relationships:
A matter of
“good guessing”

Knowledge is the basis!!
• Clarifying the unwritten laws and rules of relationships
• Clarifying the numerous things that are ‘taken for granted’
in relationships
• Clarifying those things that are thought to be ‘obvious’

knowledge

Basic concepts

Basic concepts
Family relations

Self‐protection

Friendship

Professional relations

What is a
relationship?

Feelings

Course of a
relationship

Expectations

Different kinds of
relationships

Intentions &
effects

Love relation
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Relaties@autisme.kom
Friendship
• Friendship is the relationship you have with a friend
• A friend can be a boy or a girl
• A friend can live nearby or far away

intention

behavior

+

TEASING

effect

positive / good

positive / good

UNSUCCESSFUL
BULLYING!

‐

INAPPROPRIATE
JOKE
UNINTENTIONAL
HURT

BULLYING

negative / bad

Feelings change over time…

negative / bad

Expectations
• What are expectations?
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Expectations
• What are expectations?
• What people expect in a relationship
• Different expectations in different relationships

Contextualize everything you teach!
• In ASD, abstraction is even easier than
concretization
• When teaching, make things so concrete that you
can ‘see’ it
– Concrete in situations (where and when?)
– Concrete in people (who?)
– Concrete in behavior (what?)

Make it concrete

Make it concrete, visual and mathematical

Balance of give and take
My
relationship
with Ellen

Doing things I like
Ellen listening to me
Ellen giving me a gift

My
choice

Shopping
Cycling
Doing things Ellen likes
Me listening to Ellen
Me giving Ellen a gift
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Watching
TV

Ellen’s
choice

Swimming
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Don’t forget to make it concrete!
Supporting each other
Practical support

Contextualize
Supporting each other: chores in the household

Emotional support

Contextualized teaching

Link emotions to context!

• Contextualize emotion recognition training
• Contextualize social skills training
• Link behaviours always to contexts
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Link emotions to context

Teaching: traditional approach: generic skills
Starting a conversation
Situation # 1
Step 1: Think of what you’d like to say
Step 2: Make sure you have the other person’s
attention. Look at the person.
Step 3: Ask a question or make a comment.

Teaching
a skill

generalization

Situation # 2

Step 4: Listen carefully while the other person
responds.
Situation # 3

Contextualized teaching
Does not start from skills but from contexts
including

Teaching
context # 1

Skill # 1
Skill # 2
Skill # 3

including

Teaching
context # 2

Contextualized teaching
Teaching and clarifying context:
 What can happen in that context?
 What can you do in that context?
 What can you say in that context?

Skill # 1
Skill # 2
Skill # 3
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The Next Generation
of Social Stories™:
• History & definition
• New Focus on Social
Context
• Implications for
Future Social Stories

What if they don’t have the experience?
Let them observe role models and good examples!
– Hoe does X. do that?
– What is the effect of what X does?

Slide from Carol
Gray’s presentation

Nobody’s perfect
• Allow a margin of error
• “Good enough” relationships
• Teach social skills to the people in their
environment
• Teach about “not knowing”
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Yes‐, no‐ and doubt‐feelings
YES FEELING

NO FEELING

DOUBT FEELING

When something happens that
you like

When something happens that
you don’t like

When something happens and
you don’t know whether you like
it or not

When something happens that
makes you feel good

When something happens that
makes you feel bad

You don’t know if it is good or
bad

My example:

My example:

My example:
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What can you do when you have a DOUBT‐FEELING?
DOUBT‐feeling = I don’t know if I like it or not what the other person
does to me, or what the other person is asking me to do
When you have a DOUBT‐feeling:
• Go and find someone you trust
• Talk about what happens / happened
Thinking with 2 people about a situation can help you to find out
whether the situation is actually a Yes‐situation or a No‐situation
Who can you go to to discuss a DOUBT‐feeling?
________________________________________

Teaching relationship skills
So, don’t try to normalize
Teach what is helpful and functional
Don’t limit your teaching to the ‘female’ style of
relating; think of male ways to bond as well

Accept (neuro)diversity in relationships

me
My shrink
My colleagues
My wife
Strangers
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My relationships
Parents &
sister

Spouse
ME

Neighbour

Psychiatrist

Colleagues at
work

Tennis club

“Programmed intimacy”
Liz: “Do I have to write everything
down? Even when I want you to give
me a hug?”
Wim: “Yes, please!”
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Being yourself as corner stone of a good relationship
“The more my partner lets me do “my things”, the more I
can offer him in our relationship.
In other words: the more I can be me my autistic self, the
more competent I become in my relationship.”
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

www.petervermeulen.be
peter_autisme
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